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1 Introduction

Malay has a semi-productive phonological phenomenon called rhythmic reduplication
(kata ganda berima/berentak), where the base is reduplicated with changes in vowels
and/or consonants as in (1).1 The base is indicated by underlining. The relative order
between the base and the reduplicant is not predictable.

(1) /gunuN/ [gunoN-ganaN] ‘mountain range’
/heRot/ [heRot-beRot] ‘very crooked’
/liuk/ [lijaN-lioP] ‘swaying’

Rhythmic reduplication occurs with bases of various categories and expresses meanings
such as plurality with a sense of diversity, continuity of action, intensity and randomness.

(2) a. Noun
/bukit/ [buket-bukau] ‘hills’

b. Verb
/mundaR/ [munda:-mande:] ‘to move to and fro’

c. Adjective
/gopoh/ [gopoh-gapah] ‘hurried, hasty’

The process is not completely productive in the sense that it does not apply to novel
words freely.

At first glance, rhythmic reduplication appears to be governed not by rules but by eu-
phony (Asmah 2009). However, studies have shown that rhythmically reduplicated words
are not governed completely by euphony, but they actually exhibit certain regularities,
particularly in the vowel changes (Abdullah 1974; Tham 1979; Hashim 1993; Boyé 2005;
Mohd Yunus and Zaitul Azma 2011; Soh 2011). I thus regard rhythmic reduplication as
a semi-productive phonological process.

∗The research reported here was supported in part by the JSPS Grant-in-Aid for Young Scientists (B)
(#23720199).

1Rhythmic reduplication is also referred to as ‘rhyming and chiming’ reduplication (Abdullah 1974)
and imitative reduplication (Mintz 2002).
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A satisfactory level of understanding has been reached regarding the vowel changes
involved in rhythmic reduplication. Vowel alternation occurs between the low vowel a and
non-low vowels, i.e. i, e, u, o.2 Alternation does not occur between two non-low vowels.
Soh (2011) captures this fact by means of the Polar[low] constraint, defined as in (3). (4)
illustrates the effect of this constraint, showing relevant candidates for the vowel-changing
reduplication form of the stem k@lip.3

(3) Polar[low]

* if the base-reduplicant correspondents are not polar opposites of each other in
the value for the feature [low].

(4) /k@lip/ ‘twinkling’

a.
√
Polar[low]

k@lap-k@lep
b. *Polar[low]

*k@lip-k@lep, *k@lup-k@lep, *k@lop-k@lep, *k@l@p-k@lep

Furthermore, Soh (2011) points out that a non-low vowel in the reduplicant has a [back]
feature that is opposite from the vowel adjacent to the corresponding vowel in the base.
She captures this generalization by means of the Polar[back] constraint, defined as in
(5), and ranks it below Polar[low]. The tableau in (6) illustrates the interaction between
the two constraints, taking the rhythmically reduplicated form of the stem ÙulaN ‘not in
order’.

(5) Polar[back]

* if the reduplicant and the vowel adjacent to the corresponding base are not polar
opposites of each other in the value for the feature [back].

(6) /ÙulaN + RED/ Polar[low] Polar[back]

a. ÙulaN-ÙalaN *! *
+ b. ÙulaN-ÙaleN

c. ÙulaN-ÙaloN *!
d. ÙulaN-Ùal@N *! *

Unlike the vowel changes, little is understood regarding the consonant changes. This
study fills this research gap by proposing four descriptive generalizations that hold with
the consonant changes in rhythmic reduplication, envisaging a constraint-based analysis
in future research (section 2). It also compares the rhythmic reduplication in Malay with
a similar phenomenon in Sui (Tai-Kadai) discussed by Stanford (2007) (section 3).

2Malay has six vowel phonemes. I follow Soh (2011) and assume the following feature specifications
for them.

(i) i e @ a o u
high + − − − +
low − − + − −
back − − + +

The schwa appears to be involved in vowel-changing rhythmic reduplication in some cases due to an
independent process whereby an underlying a is realized as a schwa in a final open syllable (Farid 1980;
Teoh 1994).

3The underlying i in the base is realized as e due to an independent constraint that militates against
a high vowel in a final closed syllable.
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2 Generalizations

A close investigation of the rhythmically reduplicated words discussed in previous studies
and additional data reveals that at least four descriptive generalizations can be made
about the consonant changes involved in them. Generalizations I–III are concerned with
consonant alternation while Generalization IV is concerned with epenthesis and deletion.

2.1 Generalization I: Native consonants only

Only consonants that are native to Malay participate in the consonant alternation. These
consonants and the positions in which they occur are summarized in (7).

(7) The consonants participating in the consonant alternation
Element 1 - Element 2

Onset: p, t, k, g, Ù, s, l, R, h p, t, k, b, d, Ù, m, ñ, l, R, j
Coda: p, N, h t, P, n

Borrowed consonants, i.e. f, v, z, S (, q, x, G), do not alternate. Thus, forms like *zaki-
baki (cf. saki-baki ‘remainder’) and *laoP-faoP (cf. laoP-paoP ‘all sorts of side dishes’)
are not only unattested but should not exist with good reason.4 The restriction to native
consonants partly explains the semi-productive status of rhythmic reduplication.

(8) shows all correspondence types attested in the dataset (75 consonant alternation
instances).

(8) a. p-{R, m, n}
/pindah/ [pindah-Randah] ‘to move constantly’
/peñÙoN/ [peñÙoN-meñÙoN] ‘askew’
/t@gap/ [t@gap-t@gon] ‘robust’

b. t-{l, j}
/tuNgaN/ [tuNgaN-laNgaN] ‘helter-skelter, topsy-turvy’
/gotoN/ [gotoN-RojoN] ‘mutual help’

c. k-{b, m}
/kaÙau/ [kaÙau-balau] ‘chaotic’
/kaRut/ [kaRot-maRot] ‘very messy’

d. g-R
/gotoN/ [gotoN-RojoN] ‘mutual help’

e. Ù-{b, m, l, R}
/ÙiRit/ [ÙiRet-biRet]/[ÙiRet-miRet] ‘diarrhoea’
/kaÙau/ [kaÙau-balau]/[kaÙau-biRau] ‘chaotic’

f. s-{b, m, l}
/baki/ [saki-baki] ‘remainder’
/sajuR/ [sajo:-majo:] ‘all kinds of vegetables’
/s@naN/ [s@naN-l@naN] ‘very comfortable’

4The word safan-safa ‘cleared, finished’ appears to be a counterexample, as it contains the borrowed
consonant f. However, it is likely that the form did not result from rhythmic reduplication, but was
borrowed from Arabic in this exact form. I thank Haruko Sakaedani for clarifying the relevant Arabic
data for me.
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g. l-{p, b, d}
/lauk/ [laoP-paoP] ‘all sorts of side dishes’
/kabut/ [kalaN-kabot] ‘confused’
/lalu/ [lalu-landaN] ‘to and fro’

h. R-{t, Ù, k, ñ}
/Remeh/ [Remeh-temeh]/[Remeh-ÙemeP] ‘unimportant’
/hiRuk/ [hiRoP-pikoP] ‘uproarious’
/heRot/ [heRot-beñot] ‘in a mess’

i. h-{p, P, b, d}
/hiRuk/ [hiRoP-piRoP] ‘uproarious’
/Remeh/ [Remeh-ÙemeP] ‘unimportant’
/heRot/ [heRot-beRot] ‘in a mess’
/hina/ [hin@-din@] ‘the poorest’

j. N-{t, P}
/kabut/ [kalaN-kabot] ‘confused’
/liuk/ [lijaN-lioP]5 ‘swaying’

2.2 Generalization II: No identical manner; No voiceless pairs

The corresponding consonants are strictly constrained with regard to their manners of
articulation and voicing. First, they differ in manner of articulation.

(9) Stop and non-stop
/pindah/ [pindah-Randah] ‘to move constantly’ (liquid)
/peñÙoN/ [peñÙoN-meñÙoN] ‘askew’ (nasal)
/gotoN/ [gotoN-RojoN] ‘mutual help’ (semi-vowel)

(10) Fricative and non-fricative
/baki/ [saki-baki] ‘remainder’ (stop)
/s@naN/ [s@naN-l@naN] ‘very comfortable’ (liquid)
/sajuR/ [sajo:-majo:] ‘all kinds of vegetables’ (nasal)

(11) Affricate and non-affricate
/ÙiRit/ [ÙiRet-biRet] ‘diarrhoea’ (stop)
/kaÙau/ [kaÙau-balau] ‘chaotic’ (liquid)
/ÙiRit/ [ÙiRet-miRet] ‘diarrhoea’ (nasal)

(12) Liquid and non-liquid
/lauk/ [laoP-paoP] ‘all sorts of side dishes’ (stop)
/Remeh/ [Remeh-ÙemeP] ‘unimportant’ (affricate)
/heRot/ [heRot-beñot] ‘in a mess’ (nasal)

(13) Nasal and non-nasal
/kabut/ [kalaN-kabot] ‘confused’ (stop)

Moreover, at least one of the corresponding consonants is voiced.

5The glide j in the reduplicant results from the general glide insertion process whereby j and w are
inserted within the ia and ua hiatus respectively.
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(14) [+voice] and [+voice]
/gotoN/ [gotoN-RojoN] ‘mutual help’
/kabut/ [kalaN-kabot] ‘confused’
/heRot/ [heRot-beñot] ‘in a mess’

(15) [+voice] and [−voice]
/lauk/ [laoP-paoP] ‘all sorts of side dishes’
/hiRuk/ [hiRoP-pikoP] ‘uproarious’
/kabut/ [kalaN-kabot] ‘confused’

(16) [−voice] and [+voice]
/pindah/ [pindah-Randah] ‘to move constantly’
/kaRut/ [kaRot-maRot] ‘very messy’
/baki/ [saki-baki] ‘remainder’

There are three exceptions to these constraints, however: ‘k-b’, ‘h-p’ and ‘h-P’.

(17) /kaÙau/ [kaÙau-balau]/[kaÙau-bilau]/ ‘chaotic’
[kaÙau-biRau]/[kaÙau-biÙau]

/hiRuk/ [hiRoP-piRoP]/[hiRoP-pikoP] ‘uproarious’
/Remeh/ [Remeh-ÙemeP] ‘unimportant’

These forms are the only exceptions found in the dataset. Notice that even in these cases
only one constraint, but not both, is violated. ‘k-b’ violates the manner constraint whereas
‘h-p’ and ‘h-P’ violate the voicing constraint. It is likely that the various reduplicant
forms of kaÙau developed by analogy with the second element of the compound kaÙau-
b@(ñ)Ùah, whose meaning is identical to the rhythmically reduplicated forms. Similar
historical explanations may be possible for ‘h-p’ and ‘h-P’.

2.3 Generalization III: Don’t alternate the coda alone

If a coda alternates, then the preceding vowel also alternates as in (18).6

(18) /t@.gap/ [t@.gap-t@.gon] ‘robust’
/beN.kok/ [beN.kaN-beN.koP] ‘winding’
/tuñ.ÃaN/ [tuñ.ÃaN-toñ.Ãet] ‘to jump here and there’

Although a change in the coda entails a change in the nucleus, the reverse is not the
case. A vowel change can occur independently of the following consonant.

(19) /go.poh/ [go.poh-ga.pah] ‘hurried, hasty’
/boN.kaN/ [boN.kaN-baN.keN] ‘sprawling, afloat’
/k@.lip/ [k@.lap-k@.lep] ‘twinkling’

There is an asymmetry between the onset and coda. Unlike codas, onsets can alternate
freely, whether alternation occurs with the following vowel or not.

6The dataset contains a form that appears to be a counterexample to this generalization, i.e. Re.meh-
Ùe.meP. In this form, the vowel does not alternate while the coda does. However, this is because the vowel
e here is underlyingly an e, unlike the e in Ã@.leN-Ã@.lu.wat ‘to ogle at’, which is underlyingly an i and
has undergone lowering. An underlying e does not participate in the vowel alternation (cf. Mohd Yunus
and Zaitul Azma 2011; Soh 2011).
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(20) /go.toN/ [go.toN-Ro.joN] ‘mutual help’
/ka.Ùau/ [ka.Ùau-ba.lau]/[ka.Ùau-bi.lau] ‘chaotic’
/pin.dah/ [pin.dah-Ran.dah] ‘to move constantly’

In short, the alternation involved in rhythmic reduplication is sensitive to position. A
single change can occur with an onset or a nucleus, but never with a coda.

2.4 Generalization IV: Epenthesize/Delete codas

While codas cannot be altered by themselves, it is possible to epenthesize (21) or delete
(22) them alone. Contrary to consonant alternation, epenthesis and deletion target codas
rather than onsets.

(21) Epenthesis
/b@.li/ [b@.li-b@.lah] ‘to shop’
/ba.tu/ [ba.tu-ba.tan] ‘all sorts of stones’
/la.lu/ [la.lu-la.laN]/[la.lu-lan.daN] ‘to and fro’
/lu.mus/ [tuN.kos lu.mos]7 ‘industrious’

(22) Deletion
/g@.Rak/ [g@.RaP-g@.RiØ] ‘movements’
/s@.laN/ [s@.laN-s@.liØ] ‘to alternate’
/li.Ùin/ [li.Ùen-li.ÙauØ] ‘very smooth’
/so.Rak/ [so.RaP-so.RaiØ] ‘cheer’

There is a strong tendency that the nucleus also changes when a coda is epenthe-
sized/deleted. This suggests that coda alternation discussed in the last section and
epenthesis/deletion discussed in this section are in fact different ways of achieving the
same goal. The relevant goal can be referred to as ‘anti-rhyming’, i.e. to minimize the
base-reduplicant correspondence at the level of rhyme. The vowel change is obligatory
in the case of coda alternation, but not in the case of epenthesis/deletion, because the
former does not change the syllable structure unlike the latter. Altering only the coda
does not have as big an anti-rhyming effect as changing the syllable structure; hence, the
nucleus must also alternate.

Moreover, the vowel tends to be a diphthong when deletion occurs, as illustrated by
the last two examples in (22). This diphthongization preserves the syllable weight of the
base after the deletion of the coda.

2.5 Don’t be fooled by imposters

There are rhythmic reduplication imposters, which are in fact compounds or inherently
reduplicated words. For example, ÙuÙu-ÙiÙet ‘descendants’ is a compound as both com-
ponent elements can stand alone with their own meanings: ÙuÙu ‘grandchild’; ÙiÙet
‘great-grandchild’. haRu-biRu ‘uproarious’ is inherently reduplicated in the sense that the
word happens to have a form such that one element is the reduplicant of the other, though

7The base and reduplicant are spelt separated by a white space. An anonymous reviewer of AFLA
19 doubts that this word is a rhythmically reduplicated form. However, the description found in Kamus
Dewan (2005) suggests that it is. While lumos can be used by itself to mean ‘smudged (with mud, blood,
etc.)’, tuNkos is only used in the form tuNkos lumos ‘industrious’.
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neither component element is not used by itself. These words have not been distinguished
from real rhythmically reduplicated words in the literature.

While most imposters are unharmful, some imposters disrupt the generalizations
above. Some examples of the bad imposters are given in (23).

(23) a. lintaN-pukaN ‘helter-skelter’
[lintaN ‘to move towards all directions’; pukaN ‘thigh’]

b. sampah-saRap ‘all kinds of rubbish’
[sampah ‘rubbish’; saRap ‘rubbish’]

c. Øa.naP-pi.naP ‘descendants’
[anaP ‘child’; pinaP is thought to have developed by analogy with pina ‘a
kind of plant that spreads out the roots’.]

The alternating pair ‘t-k’ in (23a) appears to be a counterexample to Generalization II
(No identical manner; No voiceless pairs) because t and k are both voiceless stops. (23b)
could pose a problem for Generalization III (Don’t alternate the coda alone) because
alternation occurs only with the coda, but not with vowel preceding it. (23c) could
invalidate Generalization IV (Epenthesize/Delete codas) because epenthesis appears to
occur with the onset. However, these words are all compounds, but not rhythmically
reduplicated words. Hence, one cannot rely on these words to test the validity of the
generalizations above. Since the forms of imposters are governed more by lexical factors
than by phonological factors, they need to be discerned carefully, sometimes taking the
word’s etymology into consideration.

3 Comparison with Sui

Sui (Tai-Kadai, Guizhou Province, China) has a similar semi-productive rhythmic redupli-
cation as shown in (24). All Sui data provided in this paper are from Stanford (2007). As
the translations show, the reduplicant functions as an adjective intensifier. Rhythmically
reduplicated words in Sui can be classified into the three categories that are reminiscent
of Generalizations II–IV discussed above.

(24) a. Onset-alternation
/KA:t7/ [KA:t7 tçA:t8] ‘very agile’
/PmEj5/ [PmEj5 tEj1] ‘very selfish’
/fA:N3/ [fA:N3 ljA:N2] ‘very wide’
/tom1/ [tom1 Pnom1] ‘very dull’
/Pn@m1/ [Pn@m1 f@m2] ‘very dark/black’
/lAp7/ [lAp7 tAp8] ‘very garrulous’

b. Coda-alternation
/KA:t7/ [KA:t7 Kow1] ‘very agile’
/PmEj5/ [PmEj5 PmU:t7] ‘very selfish’

c. Epenthnesis and deletion
/çu1/ [çu1 çiN5] ‘very green’
/çA1/ [çA1 çEn1] ‘very sharp’
/q@m1/ [q@m1 qeØ5] ‘very bitter’

This section compares the rhythmic reduplication in Malay with that in Sui and presents
an outline of a constraint-based analysis of the former, which I intend to flesh out and
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refine in future research.

3.1 The emergence of the unmarked (TETU)

Stanford (2007) points out that coronals account for the great majority (88/100) of the
onsets of the reduplicants. He analyses this as a TETU (the emergence of the unmarked)
effect (McCarthy and Prince 1994), where markedness constraints favouring coronal con-
sonants are sandwitched between Input-Output Faithfulness and Base-Reduplicant Faith-
fulness: Faith-IO� *Pl/Lab[cons], *Pl/Dors[cons]� Ident-BR[place]. Faith-IO
combines the faithfulness constraints Max (anti-deletion), Dep (anti-epenthesis) and
Ident (featural identity between the corresponding segments). The tableau in (25) illus-
trates how this ranking selects the correct form as the optimal candidate for the base khiN
‘brown’.

(25) *Pl/Lab[cons],
/khiN + RED/ Faith-IO *Pl/Dors[cons] Ident-BR[place]

a. tiN tiN *! **
b. khiN miN ****! *

+ c. khiN tiN *** *

Candidate (25a) is ruled out because it violates the highest ranked constraint Faith-IO
although it contains the fewest number of non-coronal segments. Candidates (25b) and
(25c) do not violate Faith-IO. (25c) has a coronal at the onset of the reduplicant and in-
curs fewer violations of the markedness constraints *Pl/Lab[cons] and *Pl/Dors[cons]
than (25b), which makes an additional violation due to the labial at the onset of the
reduplicant. (25c) is thus chosen as the optimal candidate.8

In Malay, there does not seem to be such a strong preference to coronals. Labials are
also common; dorsals are attested as well, though not many. Some examples are given in
(26).

(26) a. Labials
/lauk/ [laoP-paoP] ‘all sorts of side dishes’
/kaÙau/ [kaÙau-balau] ‘chaotic’
/sajuR/ [sajo:-majo:] ‘all kinds of vegetables’

b. Dorsals
/hiRuk/ [hiRoP-pikoP] ‘uproarious’
/kabut/ [kalaN-kabot] ‘confused’

Therefore, a similar line of analysis that posits markedness constraints concerning place
between the Input-Output and Base-Reduplicant faithfulness constraints does not explain
Malay rhythmic reduplication.

3.2 Identity avoidance

Stanford also argues that the TETU ranking interacts with *Repeat, a generalized ver-
sion of the OCP that militates against containing two identical elements (Yip 1997; Ken-
nard 2004). Stanford adopts the definition given by Yip (1995).

8Stanford (2007) rules out khiN tin, which has fewer non-coronal segments than (25c), by positing a con-
straint ensuring the correspondence between the rhymes of the base and reduplicant (Faith-BR[rhyme])
and ranking it as high as Faith-IO.
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(27) *Repeat (Yip 1995)
Identical syllables cannot be adjacent.

Specifically, he employs the version that handles the base-reduplicant pair, i.e. *Repeat-
BR, and ranks it over the coronal-favouring markedness constraints. This ranking ensures
that the onset alternates even when the base onset is coronal, as in l@N ‘careless’. The
tableau in (28) illustrates this point.

(28) *Repeat *Pl/Lab[cons], Ident
/l@N + RED/ -BR Faith-IO *Pl/Dors[cons] -BR[place]

a. l@N l@N *! **
b. t@N l@N *! **
c. l@N k@N ***! *

+ d. l@N t@N **

(28b) is excluded because of a Faith-IO violation. (28c) contains an extra non-coronal
segment, i.e. k at the onset of the reduplicant, compared to (28a) and (28d), and hence
it is ruled out. The latter two candidates do not differ in the number of violations of
the markedness constraints, and neither violates Faith-IO and Ident-BR[place]. What
distinguishes between the two is *Repeat-BR ranked the highest. The fully reduplicated
form l@N l@N (28a) violates *Repeat-BR because identical syllables stand next to each
other.

The *Repeat constraint defined as in (27) does not seem useful in accounting for
rhythmic reduplication in Malay, given that most bases are bisyllabic in Malay and the
corresponding syllables are normally not adjacent to each other. Nonetheless, the insight
behind the constraint is still relevant: UG has identity avoidance constraints as well as
identity-enforcing ones. A more general version of the constraint is proposed by Yip
(1997), whose scope is not limited to adjacent syllables.

(29) *Repeat (Yip 1997)
Output must not contain two identical elements.

Malay rhythmic reduplication is an identity avoidance phenomenon (Soh 2011). Gen-
eralizations II (No identical manner; No voiceless pairs) and III (Don’t alternate the coda
alone) suggest that an account of the consonant alternation in Malay needs to invoke the
*Repeat constraints that are specific to manner, [−voice] and rhyme. These constraints
are concerned with the base-reduplicant correspondence. They can be defined as follows:

(30) a. *Repeat-BR[manner]
Corresponding segments in the base and reduplicant must have different
manner features.

b. *Repeat-BR[−voice]
Corresponding segments in the base and reduplicant must not be both [−voice].

c. *Repeat-BR[rhyme]
Corresponding syllables in the base and reduplicant must have different
rhymes.

I will leave the issue of how these constraints interact with other constraints and among
themselves for future research. The rhyme-specific version of *Repeat (30c) should be
able to handle Generalization IV (Epenthesize/Delete codas) through its interaction with
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faithfulness constraints.

3.3 The classification issue

Generalizations III and IV largely hold in Sui as well. Thus, data like (24b) and (24c) (re-
peated below) should be better analysed as combinations of vowel and consonant changes,
and consonant changes respectively, rather than alliteration as characterized by Stanford
(2007).

(31) a. Coda-alternation
/KA:t7/ [KA:t7 Kow1] ‘very agile’
/PmEj5/ [PmEj5 PmU:t7] ‘very selfish’

b. Epenthnesis and deletion
/çu1/ [çu1 çiN5] ‘very green’
/çA1/ [çA1 çEn1] ‘very sharp’
/q@m1/ [q@m1 qeØ5] ‘very bitter’

Stanford characterizes data like (24a), where the onset alternates, as rhyming. Some
relevant examples are reproduced in (32).

(32) /fA:N3/ [fA:N3 ljA:N2] ‘very wide’
/tom1/ [tom1 Pnom1] ‘very dull’
/Pn@m1/ [Pn@m1 f@m2] ‘very dark/black’

These data can also be characterized as consonant changes taking place with the onset,
rhyming being only their consequence.

The characterization in terms of alliteration and rhyming is valid for the Sui data be-
cause stems are monosyllabic in Sui. However, it does not work for a similar phenomenon
in Malay. A rhyming-alliteration dichotomy cannot classify some words with bisyllabic
bases to either category.9 For example, the base and reduplicant of Remeh-ÙemeP ‘unim-
portant’ neither alliterate nor rhyme, beginning with R and Ù, and ending with h and
P.

The multisyllabicity of bases creates another problem that is present in Malay, but
(probably) not in Sui, i.e. rhythmic reduplication imposters. Some multisyllabic stems
are inherently reduplicated words, that is, they look as if they were formed through
reduplication (e.g. haRu-biRu ‘uproarious’). If (most) stems are monosyllabic, inherently
reduplicated words should be very rare or nonexistent.

3.4 Patterned variety

Both Sui and Malay rhythmic reduplication exhibit ‘patterned variety’. There are bases
for which more than one reduplicant form exists, as can be seen in (33) and (34).

9Tham’s (1979) classification in terms of initial and final rhyming is considered as a variant of the
rhyming-alliteration dichotomy. Final rhyming refers to ordinary rhyming, where the base and reduplicant
share a common rhyme in the final syllable as in Ù@Rai-b@Rai ‘separated, scattered’. Initial rhyming, on
the other hand, refers to the base and reduplicant sharing a common onset and nucleus in the first syllable
as in batu-batan ‘all varieties and shades of stones’.
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(33) Malay
/kaÙau/ [kaÙau-balau]/[kaÙau-bilau] ‘chaotic’

[kaÙau-biRau]/[kaÙau-biÙau]
/ÙiRit/ [ÙiRet-biRet]/[ÙiRet-miRet] ‘diarrhoea’
/Remeh/ [Remeh-temeh]/[Remeh-ÙemeP] ‘unimportant’
/heRot/ [heRot-beRot]/[heRot-beñot] ‘in a mess’
/hiRuk/ [hiRoP-piRoP]/[hiRoP-pikoP] ‘uproarious’
/lalu/ [lalu-lalaN]/[lalu-landaN] ‘to and fro’

(34) Sui
/KA:t7/ [KA:t7 tçA:t8]/[KA:t7 Kow1] ‘very agile’
/PmEj5/ [PmEj5 tEj1]/[PmEj5 PmU:t7] ‘very selfish’
/phA1/ [phA1 phoj1] ‘very grey (e.g. ash spots on clothing)’

[phA1 ph@N1] ‘very grey/pale (e.g. especially refer-
ring to skin)’

[phA1 phEw3] ‘very grey’
[phA1 phok7] ‘very grey (e.g. often referring to a dis-

tant, misty scene)’

As is evident now, the forms of these multiple reduplicants are not totally random, but
they exhibit certain patterns, as I have shown in section 2 of this paper for Malay and
reported by Stanford (2007) for Sui. Therefore, a constrained-based rather than rule-based
analysis is deemed suitable for them.

4 Conclusion

This paper investigated consonant-changing rhythmic reduplication in Malay and pro-
posed four generalizations regarding the possible consonant changes. It also compared
consonant-changing rhythmic reduplication in Malay with a similar phenomenon in Sui.
The comparison revealed that both phenomena involved identity avoidance between the
base and reduplicant, which can be implemented by the OT constraint *Repeat. It also
enabled to outline a possible constraint-based analysis of rhythmic reduplication in Malay.
The details of the analysis remain to be worked out in future research.
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